Zaporozhye State
Medical University Ukraine
(ZSMU)

116 years old, a central government autonomous
university in South East Ukraine

Get a chance to grab ‘Double Degree Program’
''6 Years MBBS at ZSMU + Free PG in UK (with a better stipend)''
Complete package = 24.50 lacks (35,000 USD)

BENEFITS OF STUDYING AT ZSMU
MCI & WHO recognized university and officially listed with Bank of India.
MCI passing score is more than 87% in 2018 batch at ZSMU.
100% safety, security, Indian food (Both South Indian & North Indian),
world class education with practical exposure, world class infrastructure.
MCI training by Indian faculties.
World class internships for the students.
Compulsory USMLE and PLAB training.
No donation, no university entrance examination & PG opportunity in one
of the best medical institute in London, UK.
12,700 total students where more than 1000 Indian students currently
studying at ZSMU.
2000+ Indian graduates.
Owns 9 hospitals.
5 academic buildings & 5 hostels building inside the campus.
Only university to invite the parents to visit the campus before the admission
of students.
Providing online progress report of the students to their parents.
ZSMU has its own hospitals where students can grab a chance to start
working as an Assistant Doctor after MBBS.
Classroom ratio = 1:10, Practical Ratio = 1:1
More than 350 CCTV cameras has been installed for safety and security
purposes.

ZSMU live cam on YouTube (24X7)

WHAT MAKES ZSMU UNIQUE ?
Offering double degree course within a very affordable fees - 35,000 USD
(excluding food).
Course Fee is 1/3 less compared to Indian Private Medical Colleges.
Free MCI, USMLE and PLAB coaching.
Owns 9 hospitals where students will be pursuing world class internship
under the guidance of best and veterans doctors in Europe.
ZSMU Live cam (24X7) on YouTube.
Only university to invite the parents to visit the campus before the admission
of students.
24X7 police petrolling services
Providing online progress report of the students to their parents.
More than 350 CCTV cameras has been Installed for safety and security
purposes.
Scholarships will be given by the university based on the academics marks
and performance of the students

REVIEW BY AN EMINENT DOCTOR IN INDIA
Dr. Arravelli Venkateshwar Rao
M.D Physician
R. G. Kar Medical College and Hospital Kolkata, West Bengal
I have spent 6 years at Zaporozhye city and whatever I am today is because of ZSMU where I have
completed my MBBS degree. I cleared MCI screening test on first attemp and I got 251 out of 300.
Basically the university is located at Zaporizhia city, which is basically known for its hydroelectric
power plant. The city is very safe and peaceful for living and around 1 million people are currently
staying.
MBBS at ZSMU is recognized by World Health Organization (WHO), International Medical
Educational Directory (IMED) and Medical Council of India (MCI). The duration of MBBS at
ZSMU is six years. The language of instruction for all foreign students is English. ZSMU is one of the
best university in Ukraine for its world class education, mode of teaching, MCI passing score, great
practical exposure, better quality foods, safety and security arrangement to the students. All the
faculties are very co-operative and helpful and they are like a family in the university. When it
comes to the education and discipline the university is very strict and the ZSMU has been able to
deliver 100% passing rate in every year.
ZSMU Batch (2008-2014)
PG NEET SCORE - 239 (All India Rank)

Doctor with the official representative of ZSMU, Shaswata Mitra
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